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Abstract
Effects of JPEG compression of reference image on multipl

quantitatively studied by using computer simulation. Two typ

used as test scenes in the presence of noise in the input plane a

parison with the use of the compressed reference with high spa

using the joint transform correlator with the compressed refer

detection performance in that it is robust to noise and contra

While in the presence of noise and contrast difference, the

frequency contents may cause false alarms.
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1. Introduction

With a rapid development of technologies for

array detector and display, joint transform corre-

lator (JTC) has been found to be useful for imple-
menting real-time pattern recognition and
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e-target detection by using joint transform correlator are

es of images with different spatial-frequency contents are

nd the contrast difference. The results show that in com-

tial-frequency contents, the multiple-target detection by

ence with low spatial-frequency contents produces better
st difference for a wide range of compression qualities.

compression of the reference image with high spatial-

G-image compression; Detection performance

classification [1–5], because it does not need a pri-

ori synthesis of matched-filters. In real-time JTC, a

target image captured by a charge-couple device

(CCD) sensor and a reference image stored in a

computer system are displayed side-by-side onto
an electrically addressed spatial light modulator

(EASLM) placed in a front focal plane of a Fou-

rier transforming lens. By illuminating perpendicu-

larly the EASLM with collimated laser light, the

joint power spectrum (JPS) of the input images

ed.
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